


Our Streets Now is a campaign demanding the right of women, girls and
marginalised genders to be safe in public spaces. How it has started?
Two sisters, 15 and 21, spoke about how they experience the world as
young women. About feeling afraid walking home at night. About being
harassed in their school uniform. About how their lives were restricted by
the fear of harassment. Channelling this anger into change, they
decided to start a petition. Hundreds of women, girls and marginalised
genders went online to share their stories of being insulted, followed
and assaulted on the streets of Britain. Soon enough, thousands of
voices were joining the Our Streets Now movement, tired of harassment
being a ‘normal’ part of growing up a girl. Our Streets Now became a
community determined to challenge the myths and taboos stopping this
topic from being discussed and challenged, out in the open. 

Join theJoin theJoin the
movementmovementmovement

now!now!now!
Website: https://www.ourstreetsnow.org/ Instagram: @ourstreetsnow
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trigger warnings

Dear readers,

After a summer break, we are back! In May 2022, Our
Words Literary Magazine had its one-year anniversary, and
to celebrate, we are bringing to you two special issues
(volume one and volume two) this month. In this
'anniversary issue - volume 1', we discuss about the
ethnic minoritised groups within the publishing industry. 

Join us in questioning the term BAME, in which our writer
examines social matters of belonging, race and identity
within and beyond the publishing industry. After that, be
part of Adhira's story and her journey of breaking free
from oppressive norms through writing. Then, enjoy our
writer's critical analysis of fantasy fiction and the sole role
of ethnically marginalised characters as Others. Finally,
embark on Viran's struggle to be seen as a subject
working in a publisher, facing masked and blunt racism,
and wishing to promote characters that represented
people like him. 

Enjoy your read - and keep an eye out for our 'anniversary
issue - volume 2'! 

Renata Guimarães Naso
Lead-editor

This issue covers some sensitive topics

and may be triggering for some readers.

Each article will be marked with a

specific TW and we advise readers to

seek support if needed. Go to:

https://www.ourstreetsnow.org/support

 

https://www.instagram.com/minimal.artistic/


REPRESENTING BAME
VOICES IN THE

WRITING INDUSTRY

REPRESENTING BAME
VOICES IN THE

WRITING INDUSTRY

ARTICLE
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The publishing industry
concedes that it has a
problem with a lack of
diversity, and publishers
recognise that writers of
colour, in particular, have
been historically excluded.
Our writer explores this key
issue in the UK’s writing
industry - namely the
representation of BAME
writers - focusing on the
importance of diversity to
the publishing industry and
talking about the impact that
questions regarding
belonging, race and identity
may have on many groups of
writers and professionals.

Written by SHEREEN SHAW

Illustration by TILLY ROBERTS
(@till_theworldends)

It is no surprise for many writers in the UK to suddenly
find themselves writing under the classification of
'BAME' writers. The term itself stands for 'Black, Asian
and minority ethnic' and 'BME' stands for Black and
Minority Ethnic'. Both terms are widely used by
government departments, public bodies, the media,
the education sector, and many others when
referring to ethnic minoritised groups. However,
multiple reviews suggest that their use has become
increasingly limited and questionable as society
evolves and policies change. Today, discussing one’s
identity, ethnicity, race, and religion is such a
debatable topic. Considering post-Brexit Britain and
its aftermath of changes in government tactics,
policies, and immigration laws, we often ask how
individuals identify themselves and if feelings of
‘belonging’ to one place or the other have evolved
over time. And perhaps, more importantly, whether
BAME or BME as an acronym offered over the
decades address the complexities of the multicultural
society in which we live today and represent many
non-white writers in the industry. >>
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      Undoubtedly, these classifications, such as

BAME or BME, have been under review over the

past years. As they stand, they compromise on all

mixed, Asian, Black, and Other (non-white)

ethnicities. In various forms, white ethnic groups

comprise White British, White Irish, Gypsy, Irish

traveller, and Other White, often left open to how

the person identifies themselves. For example, on

the UK government website, it is noted, “we use

‘ethnic minorities’ to refer to all ethnic groups

except the white British group. Ethnic minorities

include white minorities, such as Gypsy, Roma, and

Irish Traveller groups…We do not use ‘non-white’

because defining groups in relation to the white

majority was not well received in user research”

(Writing about ethnicity, 2021)(1).

There has been a huge backlash over the past

years and even more so post-Brexit, where one’s

identity and belonging have been put under the

microscope and, for many, under scrutiny.

Questions such as ‘are you British?’ are often

followed by a sense of measuring ‘how British are

you?’ from the inquisitor. The answers are often

subject to one’s judgement and sense of belonging.

Many citizens have found themselves post-Brexit,

with a limited time window to showcase to the

home office their legitimate claim to Britishness,

regardless of how long they have lived in the

country and whether or not they were born in the

UK. The shock perhaps becomes bewildering when

one’s legitimacy to ‘belong’ to a country is suddenly

questioned so harshly and in public view. Kamila

Shamsie, the winner of the 2018 Women’s Prize for

Fiction, shared a personal account on immigration

and asylum as a writer in an article published by

The Guardian. She wrote:

“When I had entered the UK on a Writers, Artists and

Composers visa I thought the road to settlement, 

>> and then citizenship, was flat and paved. As long as I

could maintain myself financially, continued to work as

a writer, and didn't break any laws, I'd be eligible for

ILR in five years, and citizenship a year later. And then

there would be a citizenship ceremony to end it all,

which seemed a pleasant enough idea. I'm all for

rituals to mark moments of significance. But I wasn't

prepared for the mutable nature of immigration laws,

and their ability to make migrants feel perpetually

insecure, particularly as the rhetoric around migration

mounted…”

"I didn't think that would affect someone like you," a

large number of Brits said to me over the years, with

the implacable British belief that if you're middle class

you exist under a separate set of laws. They weren't

entirely wrong – the more privileged you are in terms of

income and education the more likely it is you'll be able

to clear all hurdles. It's only the rich around whose

convenience immigration laws are tailored.”(2) >>

https://www.theguardian.com/uk/immigration
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2014/feb/25/uk-visa-sale-wealthy-bidder
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       The socio-economic background, class, and

education of individuals, as noted by Shamsie,

appear to play a role and are some of the key

factors that support the individuals’ case to

Britishness when subject to the immigration laws. In

2003, further changes to the immigration law as

part of the chilling ‘war on terror’ agenda,

introduced the idea that any British citizen can be

stripped of their citizenship status, “If the secretary

of the state is satisfied that the person has done

anything seriously prejudicial to the vital interests of

the United Kingdom or a British overseas territory”.

(3) Shockingly, this means that deprivation is

“conducive to the public good because the person

has conducted him or herself in a manner which is

seriously prejudicial to the vital interests of the

United Kingdom”.(4) Needless to say the

judgements made are in the home office’s hands

alone who pass down their verdict. 

One may wonder whether societies’ values towards

minoritised ethnic groups are reflected in the

publishing industry. At a glance, there is an

assumption about the audience in the publishing

industry.

It is thought that the core audience for publishers is

white and middle-class, so much so that one can claim

that the whole industry is essentially set up to cater for

this one audience. This affects how writers of colour

and their books are treated, which are either

‘whitewashed’ or ‘exoticised’ in order to appeal to this

segment. With this in mind, looking at the data within

the industry, it is no surprise to see that those writers

who are white and more privileged hold a higher

percentage in the publishing industry than those from

lower classes who may also be writers of colour. "The

Publishers Association (PA) said socio-economic

background and education “continue to represent

major barriers to inclusion”. Guided by a classification

system that is based on the occupation of the primary

household earner during respondents’ childhood. The

results showed nearly three-quarters (74%) of

respondents had a “middle class” determinant,

compared to only 55% in the UK population. By

department, editorial (81%), rights (81%), and digital

(80%) all had significantly higher representation of

respondents of middle-class origin compared with

those in HR (30%) and operations (28%)”.(5)

>>

>>



REVIEW
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   Sadly, the PA survey reveals that the

“representation of people from BAME groups has

not changed since 2017, according to the findings

of the survey carried out between July and October

20202 and compiled by EA Inclusion”.(6) The

argument here for the lack of change is the very

fact that post-Brexit, and in the midst of political

change and refugee crisis, many writers and

workers within the industry from diverse contexts

and backgrounds who brought a wealth of

knowledge, skills and creativity, have found

themselves overcome with feelings of insecurity and

perhaps even hostility- as Shamsie, for instance,

claimed, “I felt unsafe”. This means that “minorities

and those of migrant heritage are judged by a

different yardstick and face harsher consequences

for their actions”. (7) 

So how can the UK government better their

practices? The aim is to show an inclusive

publishing industry that encourages fairness,

equality and most of all the acquisition of

language? If this is at all possible, since changing

the language alone will not provide the required

transformative changes, and thus, more needs to

be done. Research was conducted in March 2021

to gather data regarding ethnicity within the UK

with the aim of a better ‘representation’ of

minoritised groups. The commission on race and

ethnic disparities recommended that the

government stop the use of the term ‘BAME’- a first

step in the right direction, perhaps. This, they claim,

is due to the disparities within ethnicity. This was

supported by research commissioned by the Race

Disparity Unit (RDU). 

>> Thus, as a result, the government published the

following: “We do not use the terms BAME (black, Asian

and minority ethnic) and BME (black and minority

ethnic) because they emphasise certain ethnic 

minority groups (Asian and black) and exclude others

(mixed, other and white ethnic minority groups). The

terms can also mask disparities between different

ethnic groups and create misleading interpretations of

data''.(8) Regardless of the efforts of companies

attempting to adhere to government guidelines and

use of correct language to represent BAME employees,

there is minimal effort made to tackle the stigma and

under-representation of many writers who struggle

within the industry to be heard and acknowledged. 

meet our writer 
Dr Shereen H. Shaw is a Senior
Lecturer and researcher at Edge Hill
University’s Secondary and Further
Education Department. She is also a
lecturer in Existential Philosophy at
the University of Liverpool’s
Department of Continuing Education
and Lifelong Learning. Shereen
teaches on the PGCE/ PGDE
programme and has recently
completed a research project on
Britishness, Identify and Belonging and
published a book chapter on
Transcending Shame and the modern
Arab Woman post the Arab-Spring.

More about the Author:
https://research.edgehill.ac.uk/en/per
sons/shereen-shaw/publications/

>>

https://research.edgehill.ac.uk/en/persons/shereen-shaw/publications/


        To conclude, it is paramount to continue to

talk openly about ethnicity and race and their

impact on the socio-economic mapping of the UK’s

diverse society. It is more important perhaps to

distinguish, more so today than ever before,

between ethnicity and race and not to mistake one

for the other. Ethnicity encompasses a person’s

cultural identity, traditions, language, religion,

feelings of belonging, and history, whereas race is

based on physical attributes. Race can be anything

from skin colour to hair texture. These definitions

are currently muddled within the publishing industry

and perceived as ‘non-white’ without recognition of

the difference. “Publishers claim that they would

like to reach more diverse audiences, but do not

know how to, or are reluctant to expend resources

on doing so…Agents would like more writers of

colour on their lists but struggle to find them. While

there is a new generation of agents adopting new

strategies, it will take time for these initiatives to

bear fruit. Senior agents tend to focus on their

traditional networks that are not inclusive of the

whole spectrum of writers.”(9) Nevertheless, small

steps in the right direction are taken. To show

awareness and to acknowledge the government’s

efforts to paint a more accurate picture of how

diverse the society is, many talented writers hope to

be heard, nurtured, and welcomed in a creative

and fluid environment. Within the publishing

industry, to write under such acronyms as BAME or

BME is to limit the writer and mislead the reader to

stigmatise the written word; that ultimately ought

to remain free of prejudice or judgement. Within

the industry, “the Publisher’s Association has

pledged to continue to expand the survey and to

review and update its ‘Inclusivity Action Plan’. While

welcoming publishers’ efforts to voluntarily publish

ethnicity pay gap reports, it also intends to launch

a new cross-industry initiative focused on data

collection for author ethnicity”. (10)

REVIEW
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book
recommendation

TITLE The Good Immigrant USA
EDITED BY Nikesh Shukla
PUBLISHER Unbound, UK
YEAR 2016
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Essays



The way the sound of typing settles in my ears has
changed many times during my life. A lullaby as a
child, bullets when I was older, a revolution now.

My mother used to tell me stories every night when I
was a young child. Despite the intricacy of the stories
she told and how her voice stretched them out in a
lilting dance, my mind wouldn’t settle after she left the
room. There was an emptiness. The section of my
sheets that she had just been sitting on felt suddenly
cold, and my blankets alone were not enough to
swaddle me to sleep. But then I would hear it — the
soft clicking coming from somewhere beyond my
bedroom walls. I don’t think I knew entirely what that
meant. Why my mother was disrupting the night with
loud, rhythmic clicks was not something I considered. 

Having spent her life
burdened by social
expectations, Adhira learns
to make space for her own
stories and shares her voice
through writing.

Written by HAYA SONAWALA

SHORT STORY

All it meant to me at the time was that we were still
sharing a space of existence. I couldn’t see her
through the walls, but I could hear that she was here,
near me, and so I could sleep.

As a child, I didn’t really know that my mother wrote
books that were then published. When I was younger,
her stories sounded promising, but now I could
understand the label that was slapped across her
genre: romance. All I knew was the tip of that
iceberg: her gentle voice followed by a soft click,
click, click. That illusion covered my childhood, but it
fell short when I got to high school. Heroic, unique,
independent; I thought I was these things as a young
teenager. The words of my mother’s stories turned
sour, and her voice started rotting in my ears. I didn’t
realise there was such a thing as race and gender
until I got to that age. Of course, I wasn’t oblivious to
my being different as a child. I could see that my skin
was darker than most of my classmates and that I
seemed to have more hair covering my body.

Illustration by  BRITT DEVANDRY 
(@brittdoesdesign)

TW sexism, racism, microaggressions.

TypingTyping  
aa  

RevolutionRevolution

>>
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https://www.instagram.com/brittdoesdesign/
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It wasn’t just those kids whispering their

impositions around a too-small classroom desk.

Movies and songs changed as I got older too. I

used to love Princess Jasmine as a child, but my

mother would never watch it with me. She was

older, so she could see the irony in an Arab

princess — Disney’s prideful claim of diversity —

that had all the features of a white woman. In

much the same way, I turned away from her

stories. She wrote romance, after all. I didn’t

think that that was real literature. They were

petty stories meant for shallow entertainment.

Romance became the new pink in my life, and I

became obsessed with distancing myself from

anything too feminine. It was looked down

upon by my peers, so I had to do the same. We

had enough differences. At least, that’s what I

thought until I got to university. I majored in

English and studied Shakespeare and Faulkner

and Hemingway and Dickens and Richardson

and Elliot and Frost and… I got lost in names

with which I had nothing to do — names that

erased my colour and used the space to write

their stories on our skin.

      My classmates weren’t oblivious either. In a

small town school in Canada, brown girls weren’t so

common. Differences were the first things that my

classmates saw when they looked at me. They

made minor remarks here and there: “Why is there

hair on your arms? Your skin doesn’t match the

play-doh we need to use to make our self-

portraits.” And then there was the playground

rhyme that would go around at recess, something

about men being from Mars and women being from

Venus. Of course, they noticed. But there wasn’t

anything wrong with that for a time. We were all

different from each other in one way or another.

But then opinions began to worm their way into the

statements.

>> “Pink is gross. I’ve never liked pink. Blue is my favourite

colour.” A chorus made up of every girl in my class.

There might not have been anything wrong with this

either, but the words clung to my mind even after I

voiced my agreement, despite pink having been my

favourite colour for my entire life. Two weeks later, I

asked my mom, “Should I like the colour pink?” She

laughed then, but the corners of her lips turn down

whenever I tell her the story now, crumbling under the

empty weight of not questioning the words when they

first left my lips.

>>
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Haya is a Pakistani Canadian third-
year student at the University of
Ottawa, pursuing an Honours
Bachelor's degree in English
Literature. She is passionate about
feminism, politics, and the arts. Haya is
obsessed with fairytales, fantasy, and
magic, wanting to explore these topics,
particularly in regard to her culture’s
folklore. She hopes to pursue her
Master's and PhD in Literature.

inspiring
reading
TITLE Hani and Ishu’s Guide
to Fake Dating
AUTHOR Adiba Jaigirdar
PUBLISHER Page Street Kids
YEAR 2021
LANGUAGE English
GENRE Fiction, Romance
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     I started searching with a desperation that

could not be satisfied. Faces in school, on YouTube,

on television, in movies, descriptions in books or a

name in a byline. I couldn’t find myself anywhere.

We were still reading books written by old white

men in my classes, and the way they hated us -

people like me who had skin too dark to be pretty,

a nose too big - was forced down our throats. This

is what I paid thousands of dollars for, and to show

my professors that I had indeed learned from them,

I produced essays that worshipped every word of

every book that lived as a weight on my lungs., and

my own words got caught in my throat. A

generational guilt that I was finally growing into.

Every part of my body ached with the knowledge

that my words and my thoughts were disjointed;

ached as I lost a war with my education. I wanted

to dismantle what my professors gave me, but that

would cost me my grades. So I buried my guilt

under pages of erasure until I became suffocated

by foreign thoughts.

>> And then I turned around. And there was my mother,

where she always stood in case I fell. And in her light

eyes, I finally saw my face. I started picking up her

books then. Actually, reading them with the same merit

and credibility that I gave the white men my school

imposed on me. She had characters of different

backgrounds. Not only did she acknowledge a feminine

gaze, but she also cherished it. She worshipped it.

Shakespeare and Richardson began to gather dust in

the corner of my dorm room while the rest of my space

became more and more full of my mom’s books. As I

ran out of her books, I stepped further into the romance

genre. It was the opposite of what I had been

dedicating my education to. These romances, so similar

to those my mother writes, began to push those dated

narratives aside and made space for people like me

and our stories. When there was nothing left to read,

and I still ached for more, I found my fingers — well-

rested and oddly at home — atop the keys of my

laptop, with an empty document waiting in front of me.

meet our writer 



ILLUMINATING THE
DARK OTHER IN

FANTASY FICTION

ARTICLE

TW oppression, racism, white privilege, death.

Written by LOUISE EYRE

Illustration by VICTORIA MANZANILLA
(@vvmanzanilla)

Fantasy fiction is a space
to dream and revel in the
creation of worlds that
could free us of our own
cultural constructs. So why
are ethnically marginalised
characters still being
Othered?

On the pages of fantasy novels, goodness is still often

equated with whiteness and is posited in opposition to

darkness which, if not directly vilified, continues to

represent that which is Other. This speaks to greater

issues surrounding the representation of ethnically

marginalised people throughout the publishing industry

and is worthy of greater scrutiny. A brief yet critical

glance reveals that even in worlds constructed to

realise ideological moralities, the Orwellian adage still

rings true: some characters, it seems, are more equal

than others. But why do the imagery of encroaching,

evil forces within the fantasy and speculative genres

bind itself so tightly to racially coded language? What

is the price of absolution for those ethnically

marginalised characters who escape vilification? And

how can the oppressed truly break free from the bonds

that strain to keep them from becoming the heroes of

their own story?

If fantasy fiction is the transformation of real-world

issues into supernatural battlegrounds, then ethnically

marginalised characters have historically been given

the poorest tools for survival. 
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Ebony Elizabeth Thomas writes of the Hunger

Games that the "liberation of Panem mirrors many

of our own unfulfilled dreams of equity and justice".

(1) The subjugation and then emancipation of its

districts represents, simply, the triumph of good

over evil. This trope is consistent throughout the

myriad worlds conjured by fantasy and speculative

fiction authors. However, despite the projection of

deeply human matters onto tribes of mythical

beings, there is still a widely recognised gap

regarding the representation of ethnically

marginalised characters within the canon. From

Harry Potter to Lord of the Rings, we witness story

arcs woven from kindred narrative threads time and

time again: the persecuted, the prophesied, the

uprising, and the oppressors’ defeat. Constellations

of supernatural realms have been forged to

champion the seemingly egalitarian principles of

justice and humanistic affinity, yet they fall short. >>

https://www.instagram.com/vvmanzanilla/
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The implication of these numbers suggests a white-

washing of diversification: stories about ethnically

marginalised people may be increasing so long as they

are realised by white authors. “What’s wrong [with

this],” Darian Lane writes, “is [the] erasing authentic

voices to sell an inaccurate cultural appropriation for

millions.”(6) 

Although some of these numbers have seen a positive

rise in the last few years (such as an increase of 18% in

books authored by racially diverse peoples by 2020),

there is little doubt that the struggles of ethnically

marginalised characters to be celebrated on the pages

of popular fantasy fiction is paralleled by the struggles

facing ethnically marginalised people within the, very

real, publishing industry itself. As the 2019 DBS survey

showed, US publishing remains as white as it ever was,

with only 24% of employees not falling under the racial

profile of white. This figure diminished even further at

the executive level, to a mere 22%.(7) It’s a tale as old

as time: racially biased infrastructures in Western

countries beget cultural underrepresentation, and the

cycle continues. >>

       In her book Race and Popular Fantasy Fiction,

Helen Young writes that whiteness has

"characterised much of the Fantasy genre

throughout the twentieth century, and [...] still has

significant influence [today]."(2) This, she argues,

"reflects the social and cultural milieu in which

Fantasy was produced".(3) Fantasy fiction acts as

an enchanted mirror, reflecting back to us a

microcosm of popular culture that reveals much

about the "discourses around race and racial

difference which circulate in the Anglophone

world."(4) And what the mirror shows us is revealed

to be a largely sustained marginalisation of non-

white characters, who are consistently relegated to

a handful of reductive and secondary roles that

exist only to further the white hero’s quest to obtain

equality for some. Rarely, if ever, is ‘The Dark Other’

- so named by Ebony Elizabeth Thomas in her

powerful book, The Dark Fantastic - imbued with

their own, significant power or emancipatory

storyline.

Statistics gathered by The Cooperative Children’s

Book Center (CCBC) of Wisconsin and by Lee &

Low Books in their Diversity Baseline Survey (DBS)

reveal the full extent of the diversity crisis within the

fantasy fiction sector. When examining books either

by or about ethnically marginalised people in

children’s literature, the CCBC reported that, of

books published in 2015, only 15% of those

submitted to the survey were classed as being

‘about’ ethnically marginalised peoples.

Concerningly, this low number does not even truly

reflect the minimal prevalence of ethnically

marginalised writers, with the CCBC also reporting

that non-white authors wrote only 10.6% of the

books surveyed.(5) Such findings also raise

troubling questions about who is writing the stories

of racially diverse characters, if not people from

that background.

>>

meet our writer
Louise holds a BA in English Literature, of
which she is currently a teacher in her
chosen city of Lyon, France. A sometime
librarian, writer, and French student;
Louise is fascinated by the power that the
books we read have to shape our identities
and values.



         Glacial Indifference>>

      Thomas asks us in The Dark Fantastic to

consider the following question: "What happens

when neither characters nor narrators in the

fantastic seem to imagine you as a possible

interlocutor?"(8) In fairytale landscapes that

singularly valourise those who is the fairest of them

all - from pure white unicorns to golden-haired

children - then “The Dark Other” often exists

implicitly and only in the liminal spaces. Thomas’

writings on these “Dark Others'' ask the reader to

examine how the language of binary oppositions is

at play in the continued disenfranchisement of

ethnically marginalised characters (and writers)

throughout fantasy fiction. White voices continue to

be the assumed norm, set centre stage and given

the spotlight - while the voices of “others” are

either oppressed or erased, constantly being

pushed deeper into the shadows. And yet, without

“her” (Thomas frequently refers to The Dark Other

as “her” or “she”), the stories of fantasy fiction

would not exist at all. Indeed, Thomas relates the

idea of darkness to that of femininity by

recognising the parallels of how both “must be

contained, subjugated, and ultimately destroyed”

by what have historically been white, male

narratives of empire and conquest.(9) These real-

world narratives of subjugation are reflected

throughout fairytales and fantasy in that they

"require both heroes and villains, fair princesses

and evil crones, valiant steeds and nightmarish

beasts."(10) A hero requires a monster to slay in

order to earn his title. It is clear that without the

presence of these Dark Others - whether

metaphorical or in the form of embodied subjects -

that the fantasy genre, resting as it does so innately

on the victory of light over dark, would become

obsolete. 
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Framed more explicitly, racialised readings of dark

characters and shadows are linked with the West’s fear

of the “unknowability of darkness in nature”, which has

extended to include "imaginary monsters beyond the

boundaries of the known [and] conquered and

enslaved people from its margins."(11) The witch you

must visit in the dark heart of the forest, the orc who

lurks in his dank cave, or the werewolf who stalks his

prey under the cloak of night. Western fears of the

unknowable power of women, nature and darkness are

embroiled together in all that is deemed wild. The dark

and the monstrous in fantasy are a personification of

these fears, "and most assuredly racialized."(12) 

Preceding the pinnacle of high fantasy fiction, which

began its peak in the 1970s, the offensive, Victorian

pseudoscientific theory of phrenology (the idea that

the shape of the skull could determine character)

helped carve the bleak aesthetics of the gothic

literature landscape that associated non-white

features with the grotesque.(13) Elements of Darwin’s

theory on The Descent of Man suggesting that women

were artistically and intellectually inferior to their male

counterparts(14), and Herbert Spencer’s ideas that

“evolution was a struggle between the races rather

than between individuals'' attempted to justify the

colonial actions of Victorian England by self-servingly

affixing racist and misogynistic ideologies to new

scientific theories.(15) This enabled some, mostly white

men, to continue and further the oppression of Others.

Indeed, monstrous depictions of mad women in attics

and the roving, troglodytic Hyde were informed by

these imperialist philosophies, a trope that is

expounded upon in Tolkein’s seminal construct of the

bestial Other in The Lord of the Rings - the race of the

Orc.

>>

>>
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       Young notes how " fantasy orcs are

constructed as non-specifically non-White, often

using discourses specifically associated with

Blackness, while references to Native American and

other indigenous cultures are also frequently

deployed."(16) She argues that they are Othered by

"their skin colour, be it green, brown, or black;

extreme aggressiveness and irrationality; primitive,

disorganised cultures; and homelands which are

outside the borders of civilisation."(17) 

Similar depictions of endarkened others continue to

litter the fabric of more contemporary fantasy

fiction and so-called ‘Gritty Fantasy’ franchises,

such as in the case of the Dothraki people in

George RR Martin’s Game of Thrones. As Young

notes, the increased violence and moral ambiguity

of all characters has occasionally been

weaponised as proof that “Good and evil is not

demarcated as Western and Eastern because [...],

such works refuse to construct moral binaries”.(18)

Gritty Fantasy, according to Martin himself, is less

sanitised than High Fantasy, and “including mud,

blood, sex, and violence – at times all at once”(19) is

seen as closely linked to “its rejection of clear

delineations of good and evil; physical mud

inevitably accompanies murky moral waters.”(20)

But even if this were true, Young notes that the

representation of the Dothraki undoubtedly "tap[s]

into Western literature’s long history of Orientalism"

(21) ; a dangerously reductive series of tropes to

rely on. They "are slavers who engage [...] in public

acts of sex and violence at weddings", and while

"the medievalist, White Self may not be perfect, [...]

the Eastern Other is invariably marked as

comparatively worse because of particular cultural

practices which are repellent according to

contemporary mores."(22) 
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Add in Daenerys Targaryen’s role as white saviour

abolitionist to the slaves of Slaver’s Bay and her

veneration as Khaleesi and “mhysa” (mother) of the

Dothraki, and it makes for uncomfortable reading to

anyone with a modicum of awareness of historical race

power relations.(23) Mud and blood may be seen in the

eyes of some as an equaliser. Still, throughout, the

assumption that fantasy is for and about white people

remains unchallenged, and all the while, Daenerys’ eyes

are locked on the conquering of white Westeros with

her army of oriental (literally meaning in the style of the

East), non-white peoples from the Eastern continent of

Essos. 

There are other roles that ethnically marginalised

characters may hold in white-centric Fantasy fiction,

and an ethnically marginalised character may fulfil

several functions at once. Thomas speaks of ‘shades of

darkness’ that exist throughout the fantastic, literally

‘haunting’ the text.(24) To return to The Hunger Games,

her analysis of the character of Rue exemplifies this

exact phenomenon. Because of her vulnerability and

innocence, Rue is positioned in parallel to Katniss’ own

sister, Prim. This has the effect of haunting Katniss from

their very first encounter. Yet, Thomas points out, "Rue

is no ghost or monster", but nobody has stepped in to

save Rue, and so Katniss’ recognition of her

vulnerability is used to advance her own heroism in the

story.(25) After her death, Rue acts as the catalyst for

Katniss’ own rise to a symbol of resistance.

Simultaneously, Rue's character also continues the

long-established trope of the ‘Magical Negro’, which

Glenn and Cunningham explore in their 2009 journal

article entitled The Magical Negro and White Salvation

in Film. These characters, they argue, "generally focus

their abilities toward assisting their White lead

counterparts", a role that can, at first glance, appear

to show racial harmony but that, on "closer

examination [...] suggests a reinvention of old Black

stereotypes."(26)

>>

>>
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"Fantasy fiction is not really about magic; it’s about dreams
and who gets to access them. It’s also about human

experiences. [...] If the publishing industry can continue to
diversify across all sectors if ethnically marginalised

voices are valorised, and if the Dark Other becomes the
story's beating heart, then the new worlds we build in
fantasy novels can offer participatory, restorative and

transformative spaces for all."
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      Think Morgan Freeman playing God in Bruce

Almighty or Whoopi Goldberg’s psychic character in

Ghost. Rue nurses Katniss back to health, teaches

her the secret to the mockingjay’s song and, finally,

is sacrificed. Without her and her death, the

revolution and emancipation of Panem would not

have been possible, and her ghost lingers in the

margins of each victory against The Capital.

Fans of major magical franchises have become

increasingly publically tuned in to representations

of race within the genre. One of the most notable

instances was the trend of the Harry Potter

character Cho Chang’s name on Twitter in 2020.

The aim was to highlight the one-dimensional and

stereotypical role of the delicate and "demure,

'gentle flower'" stereotype of the Asian female that

her character fulfilled.(27) As one fan pointed out,

and as if to compound Rowling’s failure to provide

nuanced characterisations of Asian women,

Chang’s character has since been posited in binary

opposition to the revelation of Nagini as "being the

sexually attractive dragon lady" in The Fantastic

Beasts franchise.(28) In the Wizarding World,

Rowling has made it clear that Asian women play

bit-parts as the companions of powerful, white

men: from Harry’s functional attendance at the Yule

Ball with Parvati Patil and brief dating of Chang

before finding a stable relationship with Ginny

Weasley, and as with Nagini, who is relegated to

Voldemort’s serpentine assistant and literal pet.

The significance of the representation of the Dark

Other in Fantasy fiction stretches far beyond just

reflecting a snapshot of our own cultural

constructions back at ourselves. It continues to

perpetuate cycles of inequality for successive

generations. 
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As Walter Dean Myers, eminent author of inclusive,

middle-grade literature, wrote in his essay for The New

York Times, "Books transmit values. They explore our

common humanity. What is the message when some

children are not represented in those books?"(29)Or,

one could ask, when they are represented as

secondary, sacrificial monsters or victims? Ethnically

marginalised readers, across all genres, deserve more.

There is much work to be done, but in fantasy fiction, at

least, podcast host Nicole Young heralds a growing

“constellation of Black authors”, published in 2021,

whose works are redefining the landscape of fantasy

chapter books; especially within the YA sector. In her

interview with B-B Alston, author of 2021’s middle-

grade novel, Amari and the Night Brothers, Alston

concedes that a cultural shift has begun to take shape

in the short time between Amari’s initial conception

and subsequent publication. Initially, Alston tells us that

he was advised that he would "never sell a kid’s fantasy

book with a black character… and especially with a

young, black girl."(30) But Alston’s story lost its heart

when it lost Amari, so he stayed true to the

championing of this remarkable protagonist. His

ensuing success is a testament to not only his own style

of writing - dynamically blending magic, mythology,

technology and identity politics into a swashbuckling

adventure - but seems to reflect the broader cultural

zeitgeist that has been evolving since the summer of

2020 with regards to increased social awareness of

the Black Lives Matter movement. Keeanga-Yamahtta

Taylor writes for The New Yorker, “There is now

widespread agreement that racism has been

embedded in the public and private institutions that

govern our lives and dictate our access to services”.(31) 

>>

>>

https://www.newyorker.com/contributors/keeanga-yamahtta-taylor
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Fantasy fiction is not really about magic; it’s about

dreams and who gets to access them. It’s also about

human experiences. Alston himself tells us that Amari,

"even more than magic and the supernatural [is] about

a young black girl learning to believe in herself and

learning to accept herself".(34) If the publishing

industry can continue to diversify across all sectors if

ethnically marginalised voices are valorised, and if the

Dark Other becomes the story's beating heart, then the

new worlds we build in fantasy novels can offer

participatory, restorative and transformative spaces for

all. It can hand readers, young and old, the power to

change how they see themselves. Fantasy can show

anyone that they are the true hero of their own story.

       While legislation has been slow to follow the

symbolic actions of politicians in America and the

UK (among other countries), Taylor’s article argues

that, overall, people’s mindsets are being

challenged and that “When ideas are in flux, it

means that people are open to change.”(32) It is in

this world of flux, now, in which there has been an

explosion of chapter novels centring around and

written by ethnically marginalised people. Young

calls this a "golden hour for black fantasy", and to

this means, fantasy readers - whether ethnically

marginalised or white - can explore a multiplicity of

narratives and voices from talented authors such as

Jewell Parker Rhodes, Ellen Oh, Phu Vuong and

Eden Royce. And this can only be good. As Alston

commented, "Reading about anyone that’s

different from you [...] instils empathy and dispels

stereotypes.”(33) 

>>
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Viran spent his whole life
with his nose in a book. The
characters he found were
his family, but they never
looked like him. There was
always a distance, a
difference. It was never
him discovering magic or
going on adventures. He
was always the bystander.
Viran wanted to change
that for other young South
Asian readers. He wanted
to help them find
themselves within the
pages of a book. For there
is no better joy in life than
to be seen.

TW depression, anxiety, racism.

Written by ASHA ASKOOLAM

Illustration by TU HA AN
(@tuhaan.art)

Viran had always wanted to work in publishing. It has

been his dream job since picking up the book, The

Catcher In The Rye, at around 14. He had fallen in love

with reading and books. Before then, he had read

books for school and had enjoyed bedtime stories from

his parents when he was a child, but after discovering

a book on his own, it had changed everything for him.

He was reading because he wanted to, not because his

mum told him to or for the school curriculum. Viran

found joy in the stories crafted by writers far more

gifted than himself; they took him on adventures to

other worlds and allowed him to fall in love with

characters that became his friends. And he wanted to

find more books like the ones he had treasured, to do

the same for another bookworm who wished to escape

the dreariness of their everyday life. >>

https://tuhaan.com/en/home/
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Amy glared at
him, tilting
her head,

“wait, you’re
not Muslim?” 

 
“No, I’m

Hindu,” he
rolled his

eyes, walking
away from

her,
exasperated. 

 
“Well, what’s

the
difference?”
she shouted

after him.
 

And so, Viran decided he wanted to work within

publishing to help change the publishing landscape by

not only using representation within the offices but

also, when he was at a more senior level, to be able to

publish books about people that looked like him.

Viran secured a job in publishing just after his 26th

birthday. It had taken four years of working office jobs,

doing work experience and a publishing placement to

finally land the job. It was everything he had dreamed

of, being able to sit in on meetings with editors and

authors, helping with manuscripts and a lot of reading.

However, he noticed small things about how some staff

members treated him compared to others.

       He had never been able to find books that

depicted people that looked at him. It was always

stories about white characters discovering magic or

a whole new world and falling in love. For a long

time, Viran hated the way he looked. He didn’t like

the dark tones of his brown eyes, not noticing their

richness. Nor did he regard the golden sunlight that

danced across his honey brown skin like the colour

of sunset before dusk. With time, he came to

appreciate his features, the deep set of his eyes,

his nose that he had always felt self-conscious

about because it wasn’t small, and the colour of his

skin. But he knew that many other people would be

struggling with this, especially young people and

children.

>>

>>
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“You know,” she drawled, swaying slightly as she stood,

“you’re not what I thought you would look like.”

Viran fought the urge to roll his eyes, “and what did you

think I would look like?” 

Amy giggled, “oh, you know, a full-on beard, fuller than

yours, that little hat that you lot wear and those

curtains you call clothes.”

Viran felt his blood boiling. A dry laugh left his lips,

hands clenched by his sides when he turned to her.

“First of all, even if I had a full beard, what difference

would that make? You lot, as you say, also have

beards. Second, it’s called a topi, not a hat. It’s also a

kurta worn with salwars. They’re not curtains; they’re

traditional clothes.”

“Whatever,” Amy laughed, shaking her head, “all you

Muslims look the same.” 

Viran couldn’t help but laugh at her stupidity, “if I was

Muslim, I wouldn’t be drinking, would I? But you

wouldn’t know that, considering you think all brown

people are the same.” 

Amy glared at him, tilting her head, “wait, you’re not

Muslim?” 

“No, I’m Hindu,” he rolled his eyes, walking away from

her, exasperated. 

“Well, what’s the difference?” she shouted after him.

Viran scoffed, sighing as he fell into a seat beside the

one other South Asian man on his team. “I fucking hate

her,” Viran groaned into his hands.

       One morning, he was standing in the kitchen

getting himself some tea when he overheard two

colleagues’ conversation. “Did you see who they

hired? Why do they keep hiring these…immigrants?

What do they really know about publishing?”

Viran felt tears pricking his eyes, but he squeezed

them shut and clenched his fists in the hopes of

keeping his emotions at bay. Taking a deep breath,

he finished making his tea and walked out into the

cafeteria. Upon seeing the two women laughing

between themselves, apparently unaware that he

had heard them, he let out a humourless laugh.

“This immigrant happened to be born here,” he

snapped, “this immigrant may have gotten this job

to fill in the diversity report, but I also think I got this

job based on my merits, which is more than I can

say for you.” 

Leaving the two women dumbfounded and

irritated, he made a beeline right for his manager's

office to report what he had overheard.

Unfortunately, even though there was an open

conversation about racism within the workplace

and different microaggressions, as well as

compulsory courses that staff members had to take,

the ignorance continued. 

It was a work birthday party, and Viran was

standing by the bar of a local restaurant trying to

order a drink when the very same ignorant, racist

team member walked up to him. This time she was

drunk. “Viraaaaan!” she said sweetly, sidling up to

him like they were best friends. 

“Hi Amy,” Viran smiled, looking away from her

awkwardly.

>>

>>
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“Most publishing houses are white-driven, with the odd

person of colour here or there,” Viran grimaced, “but I

really fucking hope it won’t always be like this.”

The moment Rani arrived, she had just about gotten out

of her car to greet him before Viran scooped her up

into his arms.

“Hi, my baby,” he hummed happily into her neck,

supporting her weight entirely as he picked her up. 

She smelt like vanilla and honey. Her perfume wrapped

its way around his senses. Closing his eyes, he felt all

the tension in his body seep out of him. 

“Hi,” she laughed, looking over his shoulder at Atif, who

was getting into his brother’s car. “How much did he

drink?” 

Atif grinned, “I don’t know. He might be a lightweight.”

“I am not,” he pouted, setting her down. Rani ruffled

Viran’s hair. He had taken it out of his bun, and it fell

around his shoulders elegantly. 

“I know,” she kissed his cheek, “c’mon, let’s go home. I

made some dinner.” 

Viran threw his head back dramatically once he was

sitting in the passenger seat, “oh, thank god. The food

was terrible.”

Rani smiled, buckling his seatbelt and pressing a kiss to

his forehead before getting into the car and driving

them home. “Was Amy awful again?” she asked when

they stepped into their apartment.

“Absolutely,” Viran said sadly, “I don’t know what I’m

going to do.” 

        Atif laughed, patting his shoulder, “tell me

about it. I think I had the exact same conversation

earlier, except she asked me why I wasn’t drinking.” 

“Honestly, so she does know, they just choose to be

dickheads about it,” Viran ran his hand through his

wavy, dark brown hair, “it doesn’t take much to, I

don’t know, crack open a book, do a Google search

and not be an ignorant idiot.”

Atif nodded, leaning back into his chair, “when is

your girl coming to pick you up?” 

Viran closed his eyes, smiling at the thought of

home, “in about ten minutes.”

“I think I’ll leave around the same time then,” Atif

replied, taking off his glasses to wipe them. “I didn’t

think it would be like this, working in publishing. I

thought it would be more creative, hands-on with

books and authors. I was there thinking I’d be

working on projects, and yet, they just have me

doing all the admin work.”

Viran sighed, leaning forwards on his elbows,

looking down at the food he had barely touched.

Everything had been so expensive and inedible,

“neither did I. You know, the other day, they were

talking about taking on a book about a brown

family, and the writer were of course, white. The

book wasn’t even written properly, and most of it

came off as racist, yet Amy was like, ‘oh, this will be

great for representation!’. Like she’s not racist every

time she sees me.” 

“Let’s hope it’ll be better the more we move up or if

we move somewhere else,” Atif said, leaning back

in his chair, “it can’t always be like this, can it?”

>>

>>



“Most of the people on his team were people from

marginalised backgrounds, and they specialised in

publishing books that gave a voice to the invisible,

disenfranchised and forgotten. It happened five years

later. He walked into work one seemingly ordinary

winter’s morning, and on his desk was a fresh

manuscript that had been passed along to him. There

was a post-it note attached to the front from his

manager; I think you’re ready. Take a look.

Quickly, he opened up the envelope and turned to the

first page. ‘Life had never come easy for Rekha’, the

first sentence began.

Viran smiled.
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        Rani crouched down and untied Viran's boot

laces, tapping his leg when he could step out of

them, then placed them on the shoe rack beside

hers. “You could report her again,” she replied,

helping him take off his coat. “Do you want to take

a shower?”

“Yes,” he nodded. Rani wasn’t sure which part of

her sentence he had replied to, but she let him go

into their bedroom and get his things ready for a

shower. Following him, she sat down on their bed,

watching as he disappeared into their ensuite

bathroom, but he left the door open. It was a rule

of their house that they kept the bathroom door

open if one of them was intoxicated so that they

knew the other was safe. In the shower, Viran let

the tears he had been holding in all week come

freely. 

Viran again complained about Amy’s behaviour at

the work party, but once more, not much was done.

Amy was called in for a meeting and asked to

complete some more of the same courses, but she

was able to keep her job. She was an executive

publisher after all, and he was only an Editorial

Assistant. This meant that she made Viran’s life

even harder within the workplace. He started to be

left out of company meetings, was never invited to

any work gatherings and only caught up due to Atif

helping him. 

In the end, after working there for a year, he

decided to leave. It didn’t seem fair to him that he

had to be the one to go over Amy, but the company

had proved they were not willing to make any other

changes to the team. He found a job at a different

publishing company and settled in easier than he

did last time. 
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